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Abstract 
 

Identification of reservoir boundaries and their effects on pressure distribution assist 
in defining and managing the reservoir system. In this paper, Pressure distribution 
study in a vertical well system is carried out by analyzing the effects ofthe intrinsic 
reservoir parameters on the pressure distribution such as��, �� and ���representing 
the vertical point coordinate, lateral point coordinate and lateral extent respectively. 
Approximated source and green functions approach was used. The results show 
thatInfinite – acting flow period subsists for a long time when flow is close to the well 
bore, thereby making it possible to accurately determine near – well bore 
characteristics using the conventional analysis procedures such as buildup, 
drawdown and or any other procedure.The vertical point coordinates which connotes 
a position along the reservoir thickness affects the time of attainment of pseudo – 
steady state. The impact of the boundaries on pressure responses occur at late time 
production. Pressure behaviors at early time production are not affected by the 
boundaries.Pressure behavior of a vertical well in a bounded reservoir is affected 
significantly by the reservoir boundary. Furthermore, it was observed that the infinite 
– acting flow period is unaffected by the lateral extent of the reservoir. 

 

Keywords: Bounded Reservoir, Dimensionless Pressure, Dimensionless Pressure Derivative,Lateral Extent, Lateral 
Point Coordinate, Log – Log Plot, Reservoir Boundaries, Pressure Distribution, Reservoir Thickness, Vertical Point 
Coordinate and Vertical Well 

Nomenclature �� = Dimensionless pressure. 	ℎ� = Dimensionless reservoir thickness. 		� = Point co-ordinate along the X – direction. 	
� = Point co-ordinate along the Z – direction. 
  S = Source function. 			� = Time. �� = Dimensionless time 	�  = Reservoir lateral extent. 
    k = Reservoir permeability 			�� = Total compressibility 					μ = Viscosity ø = Porosity 

 
1.0     Introduction 
The analysis of pressure data has been a subject of interest to petroleum engineers for many decades. Pressure data can be 
analyzed to determine reservoir parameters and flow characteristics. Measurement of bottom hole pressure data is one of the 
few ways of acquiring “real time” data can be obtained with a high degree of accuracy for a very reasonable cost. Hence there 
is much interest in acquiring and interpreting pressure data.Throughout the life of an oil well, from exploration to 
abandonment, asufficient amount of well test data are collected to describe well conditionand behavior. It should be 
emphasized that the multidisciplinary professionalsneed to work as an integrated team to develop and implement thewell test 
data management program with efficacious models .Well test pressure responses characterize the ability of the fluid to flow  
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through thereservoir and to the well. Tests provide a description of the reservoir in dynamicconditions, as opposed to 
geological and log data. 
 
2.0 Problem Definition 
Identification of reservoir boundaries and their effects on pressure distribution assist in defining and managing the reservoir 
system. The dependence on long aged established mathematical models has limited the extent of pressure distribution 
analysis that can be done during well test analysis under some circumstances. This leads to the advances in the use of 
numerical modeling approach in pressure distribution analysis as implemented in this research. 
 
3.0 Technical Objective 
The objectives of this research include: 

1. To simulate the actual reservoir behavior usingnumerical mathematical modelsderived from Source and Green 
functions. 

2. To determine the various flow regimes. 
3. To delineate the appropriate flow periods. 
4. To analyze the effect of wellbore and reservoir parameters on the pressure behavior in a bounded reservoir. 
5. To study the pressure distribution of the reservoir at various dimensionless times. 

 
4.0 Literature Review 
Well test analysis became a true reservoir characterizationtool decades ago. Researches carried out on daily basis till date has 
made it one of the major tool used in reservoir evaluation. Good number of innovative researches could be found in the 
literature [1-10].Oloro andAdewole [8] gave an analysis usingSource and Green’s Function, the Factors that Affect Pressure 
Distribution of Horizontal Wells in a Layered Reservoir with Simultaneous Gas – cap and Bottom Water Drive. Owolabi et 
al.[9] presented the use of Source and Green’s Function in Pressure Distribution in a Layered Reservoir with Gas – cap and 
Bottom Water. Extensive researches have been reported by several researchers on Transient Pressure Analysis of Horizontal 
Wells including an extensive research on pressure drawdown and buildup analysis of horizontal wells in anisotropic 
media[11 – 14]. Despite the fact that advances in well testing have resulted in several research works over the past decades,  
approximating the use of Source and Green’s Function in Pressure Distribution in vertical well testing is not common among 
researches carried out today. This has been tested in this work. 
 
5.0 Flow Regimes Categories [15] 
At different times, fluid flows in the reservoir with different ways generally based on the shape and size of the reservoir. 
Flow behavior classification is studied in terms of pressure rate of change with respect to time. Three main flow regimes will 
be described in this sub-chapter; they are steady-state flow, pseudo steady state flow, and transient state flow. 
 
6.0 Steady State Flow [15] 
In steady state flow, there is no pressure change anywhere with time (Equation (1)). It occurs during the late time region 
when the reservoir has gas cap or aquifer support. This condition is also called constant pressure boundary which pressure 
maintenance might apply in the producing formation.  ���� = 0……………………………………………………………………………………   (1) 

 
7.0 Pseudo Steady State Flow [15] 
This flow regime also occurs in late-time region, but it forms when there is no flow in the reservoir outer boundaries. No flow 
boundaries can be caused by the effect of nearby producing or presence of sealing faults. It is a closed system or acts as a 
tank where a constant rate production results constant pressure drop for each unit of time (Equation (2)).This flow is also 
called semi-steady state or depletion state. ���� = ��������……………………………………………………………………………   (2) 

 
8.0 Transient State Flow [16] 
When the pressure/rate changes with time due to well geometry and the reservoir properties (i.e. permeability and 
heterogeneity), it indicates that transient (unsteady state) flow occurs (Equation (3)). It is observed before boundary effects 
are reached or also called infinite acting time period. Higher compressibility of the fluid leads the more pronounced the 
unsteady state effect of the reservoir fluid. 
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 ���� = �(	, �, �)………………………………………………………………………………..  (3) 

 
9.0 Radius of investigation [16] 
Quantitatively and qualitatively, radius of investigation has great significance both in planning and analyzing a well test. It 
describes the distance (from the tested wellbore) of the transient pressure into the formation if there is an unstable pressure 
caused by production or closure of a well. It will show that this distance has a correlation with physical properties of the rock 
and fluid and also depends on the length of time of well testing. 
There is a time t when the pressure disturbance reaches the distance ri(radius of investigation). The relationship between t 
and  ! is given by;  !" # $�%&'∅)*+,-./…………………………………………………………………………….....  (4) 

From equation above,  !describes a distance at which the pressure disturbance (increase or decrease) simply influences due to 
production or injection of fluid at constant rate. 
 
10.0 Methodology  
This section presents the derived models and their applications, representing a vertical well in a bounded reservoir for lateral 
extent and point coordinate effects on the pressure distributions analysis. 
In this research,the following assumptions about the well and reservoir being modeled were madein developing the bounded 
reservoir model. 

• The reservoir is homogeneous 
• The reservoir is rectangular in shape 
• The reservoir is anisotropic 
• The boundaries in a given axis are felt by the transient pressure at the same time  

In developing the mathematical equation representing the above described model, the Source and Green’s function 
expression and the Newman’s product rule were employedto determine the dimensionless pressure analysis. 
Newman’s product rule is expressed as: 01	�,
�,��2 = 0(	���). 0(
���)…………………………………………………………     (5) 
And the dimensionless pressure response is expressed as: �� = 	24ℎ� 5 0(	��). 0(
��)6���-  ……………………………………………..........   (6) 
a.  Dimensionless Pressure Models 
The analytical models for the transient pressure response of a vertical well in a bounded reservoir are expressed below 
b.  Early Time Flow Period 
This is an infinite-acting period when the transient pressure has not felt any boundaries. The required source function 
expressions for this flow period as read from the source function table are as follows: 

01	,�2 = 789:;<� =[?(;@;A)BCD;+ ]
…………………………………………………………………….  (8) 

Source is an infinite plane source in an infinite reservoir 
Source function number: I(X) 

01
,�2 = 789:F<� =[?(F@FA)BCDF+ ]
…………………………………………………………………….  (9) 

Source is an infinite plane source in an infinite reservoir 
Source function number: I(Z) 
In dimensionless form; 

01	�,��2 = 78√<�H I $$; =[?(;H@;AH)BC+H ]
…………………………………………………………   (10) 

01
�,��2 = 78√<�H I $$F =[?(FH@FAH)C+H ]
……………………………………………………………  (11) 

Using the Newman’s product method, the model for the dimensionless pressure response of a vertical well during the early 
radial flow period is given as; 
Substituting equations (9) and (10) into equation (6) gives 

�� = − 78 $9$;$F 5 @K(;H@;AH)BL(FH@FAH)BM &NO
N�HP- 6�……………………………………………  (12) 

c.  First Transition Time Flow Model 
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In the first transition time flow model, the boundaries in the x - direction have been seen while the boundaries in the z – 
direction have not been seen by the well. The required source functions as read from the source function Table as follows: 01	,�2 = 7Q R1 + 2∑ =	� #− VB<B:;�QPB ,V!"7 cos �4 QAQP cos �4 QQPZ……………………………   (13) 

Source is an infinite plane source in an infinite slab reservoir 
Source function number: VII (X) 01
,�2 = 789:F<� =[?(F@FA)CDF+ ]

…………………………………………………………………     (14) 

Source is an infinite plane source in an infinite reservoir. 
Source function number: I(Z) 
In dimensionless form; 01	�,��2 = 7Q� I $$; [1 + 2∑ =	� \− VB<B�HQPHB ]V!"7 cos �4 QAHQPH cos �4 QHQPH^……………………   (15) 

01
�,��2 = 78√<�H I $$F =[?(FH@FAH)C+H ]
…………………………………………………………….  (16) 

Using the Newman’s product method, the model for the dimensionless pressure response of a vertical well during the 
intermediate flow period is given as; 
Substituting equations (14) and (15) into equation (6) �� = $9$;$F <_HQPH 5 [1 + 2∑ =	� \− VB<BNQPHB ]V!"7 cos �4 QAHQPH cos �4 QHQPH^ ×�Ha�HP 7√N =[?(FH@FAH)BCb ] 6�.  (17) 

d.  Second Transition Time Flow Model 
In the second transition time flow model, the boundaries in the z - direction have been seen while the boundaries in the x – 
direction have not been seen by the well. The required source functions as read from the source function table are as follows: 01	,�2 = 789:;<� =[?(;@;A)CD;+ ]

…………………………………………………………………….  (18) 

Source is an infinite plane source in an infinite reservoir. 
Source function number: I(X) 01
,�2 = 7c R1 + 2∑ =	� #− VB<B:F�cPB ,V!"7 cos �4 cAcP cos �4 ccPZ………………………………..  (19) 

Source is an infinite plane source in an infinite slab reservoir. 
Source function number: VII (Z) 
In dimensionless form; 01	�,��2 = 78√<�H I $$; =[?(;H@;AH)C+H ]

…………………………………………………………… (20) 

0(
� , ��) = 7_H I $$F [1 + 2∑ =	� \− VB<B�H_HB ]V!"7 cos �4 cAH_H cos �4 cH_H^……………………  (21) 

Using the Newman’s product method, the model for the dimensionless pressure response of a vertical well during the 
intermediate flow period is given as; 
Substituting equations (19) and (20) into equation (6) �� = $9$;$F 4 5 [1 + 2∑ =	� \− VB<BN_HB ]V!"7 cos �4 cAH_H cos �4 cH_H^ ×�HB�Ha 7√N =[?(;H@;AH)BCb ] 6�….. (22) 

e.  Late Time Flow Model 
In this case, the boundaries in both the X and z directions have been felt. The required source function expressions as read 
from the source function table are as follows: 01	,�2 = 7Q R1 + 2∑ =	� #− VB<B:;�QPB ,V!"7 cos �4 QAQP cos �4 QQPZ………………………………  (23) 

Source is an infinite plane source in an infinite slab reservoir 
Source function number: VII (X) 01
,�2 = 7c R1 + 2∑ =	� #− VB<B:F�cPB ,V!"7 cos �4 cAcP cos �4 ccPZ………………………………..  (24) 

Source is an infinite plane source in an infinite slab reservoir 
Source function number: VII (Z) 
In dimensionless form; 01	�,��2 = 7Q� I $$; [1 + 2∑ =	� \− VB<B�HQPHB ]V!"7 cos �4 QAHQPH cos �4 QHQPH^…………….............  (25) 

0(
� , ��) = 7_H I $$F [1 + 2∑ =	� \− VB<B�H_HB ]V!"7 cos �4 cAH_H cos �4 cH_H^………………………. (26) 
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Using the Newman’s product method, the model for the dimensionless pressure response of a vertical well during the late 
time flow period is given as; 
Substituting equations (24) and (25) into equation (6) gives 

�� = d9dQdc
24	� e f1 + 2g=	� h−�848�	�8 iV

!"7 cos �4 	j�	� cos �4 	�	�k ×
�Hl

�HB  

[1 + 2∑ =	� \?VB<BN_HB ]V!"7 cos �4 cAH_H cos �4 cH_H^ 6�…………………………………………..  (27a) 

The sum of all the dimensionless pressure equations (equations (11), (16), (21) and (26) for all the flow periods is expressed 
in equation (27b). 

�� = −4 $9$;$F m{785 @K(;H@;AH)BL(FH@FAH)BM &NO
N }�HP- p - 

m _HQPH 5 [1 + 2∑ =	� \− VB<BNQPHB ]V!"7 cos �4 QAHQPH cos �4 QHQPH^ ×�Ha�HP 7√N =[?(FH@FAH)BCb ]q –  

m5 [1 + 2∑ =	� \− VB<BN_HB ]V!"7 cos �4 cAH_H cos �4 cH_H^ ×�HB�Ha 7√N =[?(;H@;AH)BCb ]q  -  

〈 2	� e f1 + 2g=	� h−�848�	�8 iV
!"7 cos �4 	j�	� cos �4 	�	�k ×

�Hl
�HB

p 
[1 + 2∑ =	� \?VB<BN_HB ]V!"7 cos �4 cAH_H cos �4 cH_H^ ………………………………………   (27b) 

f.  Solutions to Flow Equations 
g.  Dimensionless Pressure: 
h.  Early Time Flow 
Using the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature, the early radial flow equation (equation (11)) can be expressed as: �� = − 78 $9$;$F s! R− (QH?QAH)Bt(cH?cAH)B&�H Z………………………………………………….  (28) 

i.  First Transition Time Flow 
Using the Gauss - Legendre quadrature, the first transition time flow equation (equation 16) can be expressed as: 

�� = 4ℎ�	� d9dQdc \u − �2 ]gv!�V
!"7

pm1 + 2=	� 〈−�848	�8 h
!(u − �) + u + �2 i〉 . ����4 	j�	� ����4 	�	� pq
× =	� x− (cH?cAH)B&(Fy(z@{)LzL{B )|

I(cy(}?~)t}t~8 ) …………………………………………………(29) 
j.  Second Transition Time Flow 
Using the Gauss - Legendre quadrature, the second transition time flow equation (equation 5.17) can be expressed as: 

�� = 4d9dQdc \u − �2 ]gv!�V
!"7

pm1 + 2=	� 〈−�848ℎ�8 h
!(u − �) + u + �2 i〉 . ����4 
j��� ����4 
��� pq
× =	� x− (QH?QAH)B&(Fy(z@{)LzL{B )|

I(cy(}?~)t}t~8 ) …………………………………………………																				(30) 
 
k. Late Time Flow 
Using the Gauss – Legendre quadrature, the late time flow can be expressed as: 

�� = 24	� d9dQdc \u − �2 ]gv!� ��
�
��
��1 + 2=	� 〈−�848	�8 h
!(u − �) + u + �2 i〉

cos �4 	j�	� cos �4 	�	� ��
��pV

!"7  

× �1 + 2=	� 〈?VB<B
_HB #cy(}?~)t}t~8 ,〉

cos �4 cAH_H cos �4 cH_H
�…………………………………………………………..  (31) 
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l.  Dimensionless Pressure Derivative: 
m.  Early Time Flow 
The dimensionless pressure derivative at early – time flow can be expressed as: ��′ = 78 $9$;$F =	� R− (QH?QAH)Bt(cH?cAH)B&�H Z………………………………………………….  (32) 

n.  First Transition Time Flow 
The dimensionless pressure derivative at first transition - time flow can be expressed as: 

��′ = ��4ℎ�	� d9dQdc g
V

!"7
pm1 + 2=	� 〈−�848��	�8 〉 . ����4 	j�	� ����4 	�	� pq

× =	� �− (cH?cAH)B&�H �
√�� …………………………………………………………… . (33) 

o.  Second Transition Time Flow 
The dimensionless pressure derivative at second transition – time flow can be expressed as: 

��′ = ��4 d9dQdc g
V

!"7
pm1 + 2=	� 〈−�848��ℎ�8 〉 . ����4 
j��� ����4 
��� pq

× =	� �− (QH?QAH)B&�H �
√�� …………………………………………………………… (34) 

 
p.  Late Time Flow 
The dimensionless pressure derivative at late – time flow can be expressed as: 

��′ = ��24	� d9dQdc g��1 + 2=	� 〈−�848��	�8 〉 cos �4 	j�	� cos �4 	�	��pV
!"7  

× f1 + 2=	� 〈?VB<B�H_HB 〉 cos �4 cAH_H cos �4 cH_Hk………………………………………………..  (35) 

q.  Flow Time Equations and Solutions 
These equations are presented here for estimating the various flow regimes based on the concept of Odeh and Babu[13]. 
 
r.  Early Time Flow 
The duration of this flow period may be approximated by the minimum of the two following terms �7 = 7'--��BB∅µ���� ……………………………………………………………….......................  (36) 

And �7 = 78/�B∅µ���� ………………………………………………………………………………...  (37) 

Where 6
 is the shortest distance between the well and the z – boundary. 
Dimensionless time is expressed as: �� = -.--8�&$�∅)*+�AB ………………………………………………………………………………….  (38) 

Substituting separately equations (36) and (37) into equation (38) gives: �� = &.�/8(_?cA)$��AB
8
……………………………………………………………………………..  (39) 

And �� = 0.33 $$�………………………………………………………………………………….. (40) 

Therefore, the duration of the early time radial flow period may be approximated by the minimum of the following two terms �� = &.�/8(_?cA)$��AB
8
  And �� = 0.33 $$�………………………………………….......................  (41) 

s.  First Transition Flow Time 
The time for this flow starts at  �7 = 7'--∅��B����� ……………………………………………………………………………….  (42) 

And ends at 
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 �8 = 7�-�B∅����� ………………………………………………………………….......................  (43) 

Where  
  is the longest distance between the well and the z – boundary. 
Substituting separately equations (42) and (43) into equation (38) gives: ��7 = &.�/8(_?c)$��AB

8
……………………………………………………………............................  (44) 

And ��8 = 0.4224 $$;…………………………………………………….........................................  (45) 

Therefore, the first transition time flow starts at  ��7 = &.�/8(_?c)$��AB
8
  And ends at ��8 = 0.4224 $$; ………………………………….............….  (46) 

 
t.  Second Transition Flow Time 
The time for this flow starts at �¡ = 7&'-¢£B ∅����� ………………………………………………………………………………  (47) 

And ends at 

�¡ = 8---∅���#��t¤£C ,B�� ……………………………………………………………………..   (48) 

Where 6	 is the shortest distance between the well and the z – boundary, ft. 
Substituting separately equations (47) and (48) into equation (38) gives: ��¡ = 3.9072 $$;………………………………………………………………………..….   (49) 

And 

��& = /.8'�\(¦§?¦)t¤£C ]B
�� …………………………………………………………………….   (50) 

Therefore, the second transition time flow starts at  

��¡ = 3.9072 $$; And ends at ��& = /.8'�\(¦§?¦)t¤£C ]B
�� …………………………………….   (51) 

v. Late Time Flow 
This flow period ends at a maximum of �& = &'--∅�����B�� …………………………………………………………………………….  (52) 

And �& = 7'--∅��B����� …………………………………………………………………………….  (53) 

Where  	 is the longest distance between the well and the X – boundary. 
Substituting equations (52) and (53) into equation (38) gives: ��/ = 78.��$(QP?QA)$;�AB

8
……………………………………………………………..................   (54) 

And ��/ = &.�/8(_?c)$F�AB
8
……………………………………………………………........................  (55) 

Therefore, the late time flow period ends at a maximum of  ��/ = /.-�''(QP?QA)¨B
8
  And ��/ = 7.%--'(_?cA)¨B

8
………………………………....................   (56)  

 
11.0 Results and Discussion  
This section presents the results of the analysis of the effect of well and reservoir parameters on the pressure behavior of a 
vertical well in a bounded reservoir model. Results of the dimensionless pressure and dimensionless pressure derivatives 
were obtained using a program Visual Basic 2010. The dimensionless pressure and dimensionless pressure derivative results 
were then plotted and subsequently analyzed. 

1. Effect Of Vertical Point Coordinate (ZD) 
The effect of the parameter, zD, on pressure distribution of a vertical well in a bounded reservoir system was examined by 
keeping all other parameters constant while varying zD. 
The vertical point coordinates being varied for the first set of wellbore and reservoir and rock parameters were taken as zD = 

1.94 and zD = 1.923. zD = 1.923 represents a position within the well bore region while zD = 1.94 represents a position slightly  
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beyond the well region, close to the lower boundary. 
A plot of the dimensionless pressure and dimensionless pressure derivative results against the dimensionless time is also 
illustrated in Figure 1 on the log-log axis for the first set of parameters. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Dimensionless Pressure and Dimensionless Pressure Derivative plots for Vertical Point Coordinate Values (Set 
One) 
It is can be observed from the plot in Figure 1 that the dimensionless pressure curves for both varied values of zD= 1.923 and 
zD= 1.94 increase infinitely with time with each having a characteristic slope of 1.151 between tD = 0.001 and tD = 0.313. At 
this point, there is minimal separation between the two curves, signifying that the vertical point coordinate is negligibly small 
to affect distribution during the early - time flow. During this period flow which is called infinite – acting or radial flow 
period, the reservoir behaves as though it is extremely large with infinite production. Since the influence of the boundary has 
not been felt at this time, near – well bore characterization is possible and clean oil production guaranteed. Between tD = 
0.313 and tD = 0.445, the reservoir experiences its first transition from the early - time flow signifying the influence of a 
boundary. At this time, the early – time flow ends and the first transition flow becomes dominant. This flow period indicates 
that the well has seen the closest boundary either in the x or z plane. This flow is characterized by a smooth transition on the 
dimensionless pressure curves. The second transition flow occurs between tD= 0.445 and tD= 4.118. This flow period is 
characterized by a slight deviation in course from the first transition flow pattern on the dimensionless pressure curves. This 
flow period occurs with the assumption that the boundary that was not seen during the first transition flow is now being seen 
while the other becomes unseen. The curves remain inseparable throughout the period of transition, thereby indicating that 
pressure response is unaffected by the vertical point coordinate during this flow period.From the time tD= 4.118 and upward, 
pseudo – steady state occurs. It can be seen on the plot, that during this period of flow, the curves rise steadily with increasing 
pressure values. This pressure increase indicates that the average reservoir pressure of the reservoir system has started to 
decrease over time; however, pressure distribution remains unaffected by variation in zD. 
The dimensionless pressure derivative curves as illustrated on the same graph above shows that for both varied values of zD= 
1.923 and zD= 1.94, the curves flatten at an approximately constant value of 0.5 during the early – time flow between tD= 
0.001 and tD= 0.313. This is usually the norm for a vertical well pressure distribution. Between the early time flow and the 
first transition flow, the curves experience a visible rise as the influence of a boundary is felt. Between the first and second 
transition flow, there is a slight dip on the curves. These features are clearly visible on the derivative curves because they 
reveal features that are hidden in the dimensionless pressure curves. 
The vertical point coordinates being varied for the second set of wellbore and reservoir and rock parameters were taken as zD 

= 3.86, zD = 3.874 and zD= 3.93. zD = 3.86 represents a position within the well bore region, zD = 3.874 represents a position 
slightly beyond the well region, close to the boundary, while zD= 3.93 represents a position further away from the well region 
and closer to the boundary. 
A plot of the dimensionless pressure and dimensionless pressure derivative results against the dimensionless time is also 
illustrated in Figure 2 on the log-log axis for the second set of parameters. 
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Figure 2: Dimensionless Pressure and Dimensionless Pressure Derivative plots for Vertical Point Coordinate Values (Set 
Two) 
It is can be observed from the plot of Figure 2that during the early – time flow, the curves of zD= 3.86 andzD= 3.874 are in 
close proximity to each other and increase infinitely between pointstD = 0.001 and  tD = 0.352. This behavior of pressure 
response suggests that the reservoir is infinitely large in size with no flow interference by any boundary. The slope of each of 
the curves remains unchanged with a constant value of 1.151 during this period. This signifies that the vertical point 
coordinate has negligible effect on the pressure distribution during the early - time flow between the two curves. It can also 
be noticed from the plot that at the inception of flow, the dimensionless pressure curve of zD= 3.93 is conspicuously separated 
from the other curves during the infinite – acting flow period, with a constantly changing slope. As time increases, this curve 
gradually comes within the reach of the others.  This indicates that the infinite – acting flow period gradually disappears as 
flow is further away from the well and approaches the boundary. Between tD = 0.352 and tD = 0.394, the reservoir 
experiences its first transition from the early - time flow signifying the influence of a boundary. At this time, the early – time 
flow ends and the first transition flow becomes dominant. This flow period indicates that the well has seen the closest 
boundary either in the x or z plane. This flow is characterized by a gradual merging of the dimensionless pressure curves of 
zD= 3.86 and zD= 3.874. The second transition flow occurs between tD= 0.394 and tD= 3.647. This flow period is 
characterized by a slight deviation in course from the first transition flow pattern on the dimensionless pressure curves.From 
the time tD= 3.647 and upward, pseudo – steady state occurs. It can be seen on the plot, that during this period of flow, all the 
curves merge with each other and rise steadily with increasing pressure values. This pressure increase indicates that the 
average reservoir pressure of the reservoir system has started to decrease over time; however, the curves remain unaffected 
by variation in zD. 
The dimensionless pressure derivative curves as illustrated on the same graph above shows that for both varied values of zD= 
3.86 and zD= 3.874, the curves flatten at an approximately constant value of 0.5 during the early – time flow between tD= 
0.001 and tD= 0.352. This is usually the norm for a vertical well pressure distribution. Between the early time flow and the 
first transition flow, the curves experience a visible rise as the influence of a boundary is felt. Between the first and second 
transition flow, there is a slight dip on the curves. These features are clearly visible on the derivative curves because they 
reveal features that are hidden in the dimensionless pressure curves.  
1. Effect Of Lateral Extent (XeD) On Pressure Distribution 
The effect of the parameter, xeD, on pressure distribution of a vertical well in a bounded reservoir system was examined by 
keeping all other parameters constant while varying xeD. 
The reservoir lateral extent being varied for the third set of wellbore and reservoir parameters were taken as xeD = 16.52, xeD = 
20.4 and xeD = 30.6. These parameters represent different values of the dimensionless drainage radius. 
A plot of the dimensionless pressure and dimensionless pressure derivative results against the dimensionless time is also 
illustrated in Figure 3 on the log-log axis for the first set of parameters while varying xeD. 
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Figure 3: Dimensionless Pressure and Dimensionless Pressure Derivative plots for Lateral Extent Values (Set One) 
It can be observed from Figure 3 that during the early – time flow, the pressure values remain unchanged for the different 
values of xeDbeing investigated. It shows the curves merging between tD= 0.001 and tD= 0.318. Since the effect of xeDis 
unnoticed, it thus means that it has no effect on pressure distribution during the infinite – acting flow period. During this 
period of flow, the dimensionless pressure curves increase infinitely with time with a slope of 1.151. This is usually the 
convention for a vertical well pressure distribution. During this period flow which is called infinite – acting flow period, the 
reservoir behaves as though it is infinite in size with fluid flowing radially into the well bore from all directions. Since the 
influence of the boundary has not been felt at this time, near wellbore characterization is possible and clean oil production 
guaranteed.  Furthermore, it can be observed that the curves seem to separate apart from each other as the reservoir undergoes 
its first transition between tD = 0.318 and tD = 0.439. It is observed during this period, that there is an obvious change in the 
dimensionless pressure as the value of xeDincreases. The curves further separate as the reservoir undergoes another transition, 
this time, to pseudo – steady state. As can be seen from the curves, the dimensionless pressure distribution tends to reduce as 
the value of xeDincreases during these periods. The transition periods are desired because they delay, to some extent, the 
attainment of pseudo – steady state, thereby preventing early rapid depletion of the reservoir. As the transition flow recedes 
over time, pseudo – steady state flow becomes prevailing, indicating the influence of all boundaries on pressure distribution. 
It can be observed from the dimensionless curves that the pressure distribution increases rapidly at late – time. However, the 
rate of depletion decreases as xeDincreases and vice versa. 
The reservoir pressure response is quite noticeable in the dimensionless pressure derivative curves because hidden features in 
the dimensionless pressure curves are clearly revealed. Figure 1 shows that at early – time, the derivative curves stabilize at 
constant pressure values of 0.5. The merging of the curves during this period, is an indication that xeDhas no effect, 
whatsoever, on pressure response during the early – time flow. As the infinite – acting flow period gradually disappears, the 
transition flow becomes dominant with obvious separation of the curves as clearly shown on the pressure derivative curves. 
This behavior validates the earlier representation on the dimensionless pressure curves as shown in the plot. During the 
pseudo – steady state flow, it is observed that the dimensionless pressure derivative curves merge characteristically with the 
dimensionless pressure curves and increase at a constant rate. 
The reservoir lateral extent being varied for the second set of wellbore and reservoir parameters were taken as xeD = 50.98, xeD 
= 60.69 and xeD = 67.97. These parameters represent different values of the dimensionless drainage radius. 
3.  Effect Of Lateral Point Coordinates (xD) 
The effect of the parameter, xD, on pressure distribution of a vertical well in a bounded reservoir system was examined by 
keeping all other parameters constant while varying xD. 
The reservoir lateral point coordinates being varied for the third set of wellbore and reservoir parameters were taken as xD = 

19.84, xD = 28.86 and xD = 30.66. These parameters represent different points along the lateral coordinate of the reservoir 
system. 
A plot of the dimensionless pressure and dimensionless pressure derivative results against the dimensionless time is also 
illustrated in Figure 4on the log-log axis for the second set of parameters while varying xD. 
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Figure 4: Dimensionless Pressure and Dimensionless Pressure Derivative plots for Lateral Point Coordinate Values 
On the dimensionless pressure plot, as seen in Figure 4, from early time to late time the curves are seen to rise gradually with 
no distinct separation between the curves. On the dimensionless pressure derivative plots, at early time, a straight horizontal 
line trend develops with a value of 0.5, and then gradually rises forming a unit slope straight line at later time. No distinct 
separation is seen between the curves for the different values of xDfrom early time to late time.  
This means that from the early radial flow period (where the reservoir acts as if it is infinite and fluid flows in all directions to 
the wellbore) to the point where pseudo - steady state is attained (the remaining oil in the reservoir is being drained by the 
vertical well), the pressure distribution of the reservoir remains similar for all varied values of xD. 
This is an indication that varying the lateral point coordinate has no significant difference in effect on the pressure response 
of a vertical well in a bounded reservoir. 
 
12.0 Conclusion 
The pressure analysis of a vertical well in a bounded reservoir has been studied for proper understanding of the pressure 
behavior of wells in reservoirs which is hardy for making important reservoir engineering decisions. And the following 
findings were arrived at: 

1. Pressure behavior of a vertical well in a bounded reservoir is affected significantly by the reservoir boundary.  
2. The impact of the boundaries on pressure responses occur at late time production. Pressure behaviors at early time 

production are not affected by the boundaries. 
3. Situating the well far away from the boundaries delays the attainment of pseudo – steady state. 
4. Infinite – acting flow period is unaffected by the lateral extent of the reservoir. However, reservoir depletion during 

late time reduces with increasing lateral extent. 
5. Pressure behavior is unaffected by the lateral point coordinates throughout all the flow regimes. 
6. Infinite – acting flow period subsists for a long time when flow is close to the well bore, thereby making it possible 

to accurately determine near – well bore characteristics using the conventional analysis procedures such as buildup, 
drawdown and or any other procedure.  
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